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I. INTRODUCTION 
In his classical paper [ 11 Zadeh generalised characteristic functions into 
fuzzy sets. Chang [2] introduced the topological structure in the set of all 
fuzzy sets in a given set. As a result of one-one correspondence between the 
family of all subsets of a set X and the set of all characteristic functions 
which have domain X, a topology on X can be regarded as a family of 
characteristic functions with the usual set operations c, u, n, and com- 
plementation replaced by function operations 6, v , A, and 1 -pa, 
respectively. A fuzzy topological space allows more general functions to be 
members of a topology. 
At present there is a great deal of activity in the area of fuzzy topological 
spaces. In [8] Azad introduced the notion of fuzzy connectedness and gave 
its characterizations and observed that fuzzy connectedness is preserved 
under fuzzy continuity. In this paper we give one more characterization of 
this connectedness. We show that this connectedness is not preserved under 
product of spaces. We also define fuzzy connected subsets of a fuzzy 
topological space and study their properties. We also introduce here the 
notion of fuzzy superconnected spaces (fuzzy D-spaces) and fuzzy strongly 
connected spaces following closely the definitions of D-space [4] and 
strongly connected space [S], due to Levine in general topological spaces. 
2. PRELIMINARIES 
Let X be a set. A fuzzy set in X is a function from X into [0, 11, the 
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The union Vort,, 1, and intersection A,, n 2, of fuzzy sets 2;s are the 
mappings defined as follows: For x E X, 
and 
c 1 A I, (x)=inf{&(x) I tie/i), xi/f 
respectively. 
For any two fuzzy sets 2 and 6, k d 6 (or 6 3 2) iff for each x E X, 
3.(x) < 6(x). The complement 3,’ of a fuzzy set 2 in X is 1 - 1 defined by 
i,‘(x) = (I -l.)(x) = 1 -l*(x) for each x E X; 
0 and 1 stand for p4 and pX, respectively. 
Let F: X -+ Y be a mapping from X to Y. If ,? is a fuzzy set in X and 6 in 
Y then F(2) and F ‘(6) are defined as follows: For JJE Y, 
F(i)(y) = Sup i(x) when F- ‘( ~1) is not empty 
\-tp-‘I,, 
=o otherwise, 
and for SE X, F ‘(6)(x) = ~(F(.Y)). 
Fuzzy Topology 
(a) Definition. A fuzzy topology on X is a family t(X) of fuzzy sets 
which satisfy following conditions 
(i) 0 and 1 belong to 5(X). 
(ii) Any union of members of r(X) is in z(X). 
(iii) Any finite intersection of members of r(X) is in z(X). 
X together with r(X) is called a fuzzy topological space. Briefly we shall 
call it fts. Members of r(X) are called fuzzy open sets and their com- 
plements fuzzy closed sets in the fts. X. For a fuzzy set 2 in X, the closure 2 
and interior /I’ of 2 are defined as [6] 
A= /j { 6: 6 2 1, 6’ E z(X)}, 
2’=V {S:S~&SET(X)}. 
(b) A fuzzy open set I is called a fuzzy regular open set [7] if 1’ = 1% 
and a fuzzy closed set 6 is called a fuzzy regular closed set if 2 = 6. In [7] 
it is proved that (1) Complement of a fuzzy regular open set is a fuzzy 
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regular closet set and vice versa. (2) Closure of a fuzzy open set is a fuzzy 
regular closed set and interior of a fuzzy closed set is a fuzzy regular open 
set. 
(c) A fuzzy set 2 is called fuzzy semi-open [7] if there is a fuzzy open 
set 6 such that 6 <i < S. It is proved [7] that A: is fuzzy semi-open iff 
i < Ai. The Complement of a fuzzy semi-open set is called a fuzzy semi- 
closed set. Clearly, 6 is fuzzy semi-closed iff s’d 6 iff there exist a fuzzy 
closed set k such that k’ 6 S 6 k. 
(d) A function F from an fts. X to an fts. Y is called fuzzy continuous 
(F-continuous) [6] if for each fuzzy open set E. in Y, F ‘(A) is a fuzzy 
open set in X. 
(e) Warren [6] defined fuzzy subspace A of an fts (X, T(X)) as follows: 
If A c X, then the family T, = {1./A: i E r(X)} is a fuzzy topology on A, 
where i/A is the restriction of 1. to A. 
Then (A, TA) is called the fuzzy subspace of the fts X with underlying set 
A. It is easy to see that a fuzzy set a in A is fuzzy closed in A iff there exists 
a fuzzy closed set h in X such that II = h/A. 
Wong [3] defined basis and subbasis for a given fuzzy topology 
analogously to these concepts in the general topology. Warren [6] 
established among others the following results: 
THEOREM 2.0(a). For any jiuzz,~ set 6 in un ,fts, 
1 -J=(l -(j)l and 1 -#=(i -6). 
THEOREM 2.0(b). Let (A, TA) he ajic:,-y suhspace of‘ an fts (X, r(X)) and 
let a be u ,fuzzy set in A. Further let h be the ,fuzzy set in X defined as 
b(x) = a(x) if x E A and b(x) = 0 !‘f‘x E X- A. Then 2 = b/A, where 5 is the 
closure of a with respect to T, und 6 is the closure of h with respect to r(X). 
Product Fuzzy Topology, 
DEFINITION (Wong [3]). Let (XZ}zt,, be a family of non-empty sets. 
Let X= nTIEn X, be the usual product of X,‘s and let P, be the projection 
from X to X,. Furthr assume that each X, is an fts with a fuzzy topology 
T,. Fuzzy topology generated by p = {P; ‘(h,): ~,Ez,, EEA $ as subbasis, 
is called the product fuzzy topology in X. Clearly if i is a basic element in 
the product topology, then for x = (x,),,, E X, there exist IX~, x2,..., ~1, E /i 
such that 
n(x) = min{h,,(x,,): i= 1, 2 ,..., n}. 
Now we prove the following elementary results as we shall use them in 
the sequel. 
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THEOREM 2.1. If A c X such that pA is fuzzy open (closed) in fts X and 
I, is a fuzzy open (closed) set in the fuzzy subspace A qf X, then the fuzzy 
set ,I is,fuzzy open (closed) in X where I(x) = E.,(x) zf x E A and n(x) = 0 tf 
XEX-A. 
Proof /2, = 6/A for some fuzzy open (closed) set 6 in X. So d = 6 A puA. 
Therefore 1” is fuzzy open (closed) as 6 is so. 
COROLLARY 2.1. If B c A c X and pA is fuzzy open (closed) in fts X and 
pLB/A is fuzzy open (closed) in the fuzzy subspace A of X, then ,LL* is fuzzy 
open (closed) in X. 
Proof As pB/A is fuzzy open (closed) in A there is a fuzzy open 
(closed) set 6 in X such that pB/A = 6/A. Now pB = 6 A pLA. 
THEOREM 2.2. Let X be an fts and U, W, and Z be subsets of X such that 
U c Wn Z. Further suppose that a is a fuzzy set in the fuzzy subspace U of 
Xandbisdefinedasb(x)=a(x)ifx~Uandb(x)=OifxEX-U.IfblWis 
fuzzy open (closed) in W and b/Z .f m uzzy open (closed) in Z, then b/W v Z 
is fuzzy open (closed) in W u Z. 
Proof. bl W = L/W and b/Z = S/Z for some fuzzy open (closed) sets II 
and 6 in X, so b/WuZ=(i A G)lWuZ which is fuzzy open (closed) in 
wuz. 
COROLLARY 2.2. If’ uLrI JW is fuzzy open (closed) in W and pU/Z is fuzzy 
open (closed) in Z, then po/ W u Z is ,fuzzy open (closed) in W v Z. 
Proof: This follows from Theorem 2.2. 
In what follows if L and p are fuzzy sets in X, then 2 + p is a function; 
I. + ,u: X + [0,2] such that (2 + p)(x) = k(x) + p(x) for all x E X. 
3. FUZZY CONNECTEDNESS 
DEFINITION 3.1 [S]. An fts X is said to be fuzzy connected if it has no 
proper fuzzy clopen (closed and open) set. [A fuzzy set 1 in X is proper if 
A#0 and A# 11. 
Characterizations 
THEOREM 3.1. An fts X is fuzzy connected iff it has no non-zero fuzzy 
open sets I. and S such that i + 6 = 1. 
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Proof. If such A and 6 exist, then A is a proper clopen fuzzy set in X. 
If X is not fuzzy connected then it has a proper fuzzy clopen set A. So 
6=1 -1 is a fuzzy open set such that 6#0 and 1+6= 1. 
COROLLARY 3.1. Fts X is fuzzy connected $,f it has no non-zero fuzzy 
sets i, and 6 such that 1+6= 1, 1+6=;1+6= 1. 
Proqf: Easy. 
Remark 3.1. The fuzzy product of fuzzy connected spaces may not be a 
fuzzy connected space. For example, let X, = [0, 11, i E I. For some j, k E I, 
let 
T(X,) = {Q 172) and T(X,) = (0, 1, A’}, 
where~(x)=~forO6x61,andz(X,)={O,l}foreachi~Zandi#j,i#k. 
Then each Xi is fuzzy connected but ni,, X, is not so as ~(n~, , X,) con- 
tains non-zero fuzzy open sets P,- ‘(1.) and P,J ‘(A’) such that for every 
,~ErI,,,X,> 
P, ‘(I.) + Pi ‘(I”‘) = 1. 
4. FUZZY CONNECTED SUBSETS IN AN FTS 
DEFINITION 4.1. If A c X, X is an fts, then A is said to be a fuzzy con- 
nected subset of X if A is a fuzzy connected space as a fuzzy subspace of X. 
It is easy to see that if A c Y c X, then A is a fuzzy connected subset of 
the fts X iff it is a fuzzy connected subset of the fuzzy subspace Y of X. 
THEOREM 4.1. IjX is an fts and A is a,fuzzy connected subset of X, and i 
and 6 are non-zero fuzzy open sets in X satisfying /1+ 6 = 1, then either 
E./A=1 orS/A=l. 
Proof: Suppose there exists x0, y,, E A such that A(xO) # 1 and 6( y,) # 1. 
Then 1. + 6 = 1 implies that @A + 6/A = 1, where @A # 0 and 6/A # 0. So 
by Theorem 3.1, A is not a fuzzy connected space. 
DEFINITION 4.2. Fuzzy sets 1, and 6 in an fts X are said to be separated 
from each other if ;Z+S< 1 and 1+6< 1. 
THEOREM 4.2. Let {A,},,,, he a jhmily qf,fuzzy connected subsets of X 
such that,for each CI and /J in A and CY # 8, pLa, and pLAB are not separatedfrom 
each other. Then U,, n A, is a ,fuzzy connected subset qf X. 
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Proox Suppose Y= Ulrcn A, is not a fuzzy connected subset of X. Then 
there exist nqn-zero fuzzy open sets a and h in Y such that a + h = 1. Fix 
q E A. Then A,, is a fuzzy connected subset of Y as it is so in X. Therefore 
by Theorem 4.1, either 
P~,,IA., = a/A., or 
Without loss of generality assume that 
Define jU and 6 as i.(x) = a(x) if XE Y and I.(x) =0 if XE X- Y and 
6(x) = b(x) if x E Y and 6(x) = 0 if x E X- Y. 
By Theorem 2.0(b) 
u=ii/r and 6 = s/ Y. (ii) 
So (i) implies that p 4,,1 6 2. Therefore 
G < 1”. (iii) 
Let EEA - {a,). Since A, is a fuzzy connected subset of Y either 
pLA,JAI = a/A, or p,,,/A. = blAa, we show that pLAJA, # b/A.. 
Suppose that pLA,/A1 = b/A,. Therefore pa, d 6. Hence 
jq 6 c-5. (iv) 
Since C+b=a+h= 1, ;l+S< I, and 1+6< I (by (ii) and definitions of 
i. and 6). So (iii) and (iv) imply that 
L,,,+Pn,d 1 and Pa,“+iL~ 1. 
This gives a contradiction as paZX and pA, are not separated from each 
other. 
So pLanjAm # bJA.. Hence pJAa=alA. for each CLE A. Which in turn 
implies that p ,, = a. But Q + b = 1. So b(x) = 0 for every x E Y. But b # 0. So 
our supposition that Y is not a fuzzy connected subset of X is false 
COROLLARY 4.1. Zf{A,},,,,, is a fbmily of fuzzy connected subsets of an 
fts X and nlt,,, A, E @, then Ultn A, is a fuzzy connected subset of X. 
Hint:Foranya,~~A,~#~,wehaveAXnAg#~.So~+~,,>land 
pLA, -t G > 1. Thus characteristic functions of each pair of members of the 
family are not separated from each other. 
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COROLLARY 4.2. If (A,: n = 1,2,...} is u sequence of fuzzy connected 
subsets of an fts X such that pA, and pA,+, are not separatedfrom each other 
for n = 1, 2,..., then (J,“= , A,, is a fuzzy connected subset of X. 
We omit the proof. 
THEOREM 4.3. If C is afizzy connected subset qfa.fuzzy connected fts X, 
V c X- C and p vJX - C is fuzzy clopen in X - C, then C u V is a fuzzy con- 
nected subset of X. 
Proqf: Suppose Y = Cu V is not a fuzzy connected subset of X. Then 
there exist fuzzy open sets i and 6 such that LJY #O, 6/Y#O, and 
i,/Y+i?/Y= 1 (1) 
Since C is a fuzzy connected subset of Y (as it is so in X), by Theorem 4.1, 
n/C= pc/C or 6/C= ,uJC. Without loss of generality assume that 
3./C = /L&Y. So by (I), 
6/C = 0. (11) 
Therefore 
SlV#O (as d/Y#O). (III) 
Let us define a fuzzy set 6, in X as 
6,(.x)=6(x), if -yuEV, 
= 0, if .xEX-V. 
We shall now show that 6, is fuzzy closed as well as fuzzy open in X. 
Now 6,/V=6/V and by (I) 6/V is fuzzy closed in V. Therefore 6,/V is 
fuzzy closed in V. Also pLv is fuzzy closed in X- C. Therefore by 
Theorem 2.1, 6,/X- C is fuzzy closed in X - C. Now 
6,/X-C= 61X-C A p,/x- c. 
Therefore 6 ,/X - C is fuzzy open in X - C. Thus 
6, IX - C is fuzzy clopen in X - C (IV) 
Further 6, /Y = 6/Y (because of (II)). As s/Y is fuzzy clopen in Y (because 
of (I)), therefore 
6 ,/Y is fuzzy clopen in Y. (V) 
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Now by (IV) and (V) and Theorem 2.2, 6, is fuzzy clopen in 
(X- C) u Y = X. As 6, is a proper fuzzy set, we get a contradiction to the 
fact that X is fuzzy connected. 
THEOREM 4.4. If  A and B are subsets of un fts. X and pA d pB d fia and 
A is a,fuzzy connected subset of X, then B is also a,fuzzy connected subset of 
x. 
Proof: If we suppose that B is not fuzzy connected then there exist 
fuzzy open sets i and 6 in X such that 
i/B # 0, 6/B # 0, and %/B + 6/B = 1 (VI 
We first show that JJA # 0. If 2/A = 0, then 1% + pA d 1, which implies that 
A+& 6 1; so A +pg< 1 (because pB<jiA). This in turn implies that 
2/B = 0, which is a contradiction, as 2/B # 0. Therefore L/A # 0. 
Similarly we can show that 6/A #O. NOW (v) and pa <pB imply 
E-/A + 6/A = 1. So A is not fuzzy connected, which is a contradiction. 
5. FUZZY SUPER CONNECTEDNESS 
Introduction 
LIevine [4] introduced the notion of a D-space to be a topological space 
in which every non-empty open set is dense. In note [9] we defined a 
super-connected space to be a topological space which has no proper 
regular open subset and have shown that a space is super-connected iff it is 
a D-space. So we define a fuzzy D-space to be a fuzzy topological space in 
which there is no proper fuzzy regular open set and we shall also call such 
a space to be a fuzzy super-connected space. Since a fuzzy clopen set is a 
fuzzy regular open set, fuzzy super-connectedness implies fuzzy connected- 
ness but the following example shows that the converse is not true. 
EXAMPLE. Let X= [0, 11. For each x E X let is define i(x) = t and 
,u(x) = 3. Let z(X) = {0, 1, I”, p}. Then clearly fts X is fuzzy connected but it 
is not fuzzy super-connected, since it has a proper fuzzy regular open set p. 
We also define fuzzy super-connected subsets of an fts and study their 
properties. 
6. CHARACTERIZATIONS OF FUZZY SUPER CONNECTEDNESS 
THEOREM 6.1. If X is an fts then the following statements are equivalent: 
(1) X is fuzzy super-connected. 
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(2 ) Closure of every non-zero fuzzy open set in X is 1. 
(3) Interior of every fuzzy closed set (in X), different from 1, is zero. 
(4) X does not have non-zero fuzzy open sets ,J and p such that 
l.+p< 1. 
(5) X does not have non-zero fuzzy sets 1, and p satisfying 
i+p=l+ji= 1. 
(6) X does not have non-zero fuzzy closed sets ,f and k satisfying 
f’+k=f+k’= 1. 
Proof: (1) * (2). If X has a non-zero fuzzy open set i such that 2 # 1, 
then Xi is a proper fuzzy regular open set. 
(2) 3 (3). Let f be a fuzzy closed set in X different from 1. Now 
,fi = 1 - 1 - ,f = 0, as 1 -,f is a non-zero open set (see Theorem 2.0(a)). 
(3) + (4). If X has non-zero fuzzy open sets iL and p such that Iti + p < 1, 
then I+ p 6 1. So p # 0 implies 2 # 1. Since 1# 0, i’# 0, which contradicts 
(3). 
(4) + (1). If X has a proper fuzzy regular open set I”, then 1 and 
j,f = 1 - I are non-zero fuzzy open sets satisfying i + p < 1. 
( 1 )e (5). If X is not fuzzy super-connected, then it has a proper fuzzy 
regular open set say 1. If we put p = 1 - i, then p # 0 and I+ p = 1. Also 
by Theorem 2.0(a), ji = i-? = (1 - J.)’ = 1 -i as I - E. is a fuzzy regular 
closed set. Therefore i + ,G = 1. So (5) is violated. 
Conversely, if X has non-zero fuzzy open sets 1 and p such that 
f+p=,!+p= 1, then 
J’=(l -cc)‘= 1 -p= j,. 
Since ,u # 0 and I+ p = 1, ,I # 1. Also 1” # 0 is given. Therefore i is a proper 
fuzzy regular open set. Therefore X cannot be fuzzy super-connected. 
(5)0(6). (5)*(6) follows if we take f = 1 --I. and k= 1 -p. Reverse 
implication can be proved similarly. 
THEOREM 6.4. An fts X is fuzzy super-connected zff it has no proper fuzzy 
open set which is also fuzzy semi-closed or equivalently iff it has no proper 
fuzzy closed set which is also fuzzy semi-open. 
Proof This follows immediately from the definitions of fuzzy regular 
open sets, fuzzy semi-open sets, and fuzzy semi-closed sets. 
THEOREM 6.5. If X and Y are fuzzy topological spaces and a function F 
from X onto Y is fuzzy continuous then X is fuzzy super-connected implies Y 
is, fuzzy super-connected. 
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Proof Deny. Then there exists a fuzzy open set A# 0 in Y such that 
x # 1. F is fuzzy continuous implies 
F- ‘(I,) <F- ‘(A) (VI 
(see Theorem 4.2 of Warren [6]). Since 3. # 0 and 2 # 1, there exist 
y,, y, E Y such that /2( yl) # 0 and I”( yz) # 1. Now F is onto. Therefore 
there exist x, , x2 E X such that 
F(.~,)=Y, and F(x2) = ~2. 
So Fm ‘(jL)(x,)=R(F(x,))=l(y,)#O. Similarly Fmm’(je)(x,)#O. So by (v), 
F ‘(A) is a nonzero fuzzy open set in X such that FP ‘(I,) # 1. This is a 
contradiction, as X is fuzzy super-connected. 
THEOREM 6.6. A finite product of ,fuzzy super-connected spaces is fuzzy 
super-connected. 
Proof Let (X, T(X)) and ( Y, T( ?I)) be fuzzy super-connected tOpOlOgiCa1 
spaces. Suppose that (Xx Y, z(X x Y)) is not fuzzy super-connected. Then 
there exist A, p E r(X) and 5, ye E z(Y) such that 2 x < # 0, p x q # 0, and 
for every (x, y) E Xx Y, where J. x <, p x q E $Xx Y), 1 x 5 = 
P; ‘(A) n P y ‘( 5 ), Px is a projection map of Xx Y onto X, etc. So 
min{4x), i’(y)} + min { p(x), q(y) ) 6 1 for every (x, y) E Xx Y which 
implies that for any (x, y)~Xx Y either (i) A(x) +,u(x)< 1 or (ii) 
EJx)+~(y)dl or (iii) l(y)+~(x)61 or (iv) <(y)+q(y)<l. Now 
I. A PET(X) and 5 A g~r(Y). 
As X and Y are fuzzy super-connected topological spaces, if I. A p # 0, 
4 A q #O, then there exist x, E X and y, E Y such that (i A p)(x,) > t and 
(5r\rl)(y,)>t.So~(x,)>~,~(x,)>t,~(y1)>~,and~(~,)>t.Thereforeif 
x=x, and y=y,, then none of the above four possibilities will be true. 
If jti A p = 0, then for each x E X either i(x) = 0 or p(x) = 0. So for every 
x E X, n(x) + p(x) d 1. Note that i, p # 0 as k x <, p x q # 0 which implies 
that (X, r(X)) is not fuzzy super-connected. Similarly r A q = 0 will imply 
that (Y, 2(Y)) is not fuzzy super-connected. 
THEOREM 6.7. Any fuzzy> product of fuzzy super-connected spaces is 
fuzzy super-connected. 
Proof: Let (Xi, T(X~))~~, be a family of fuzzy super-connected spaces. 
Now it will be enough to show that at some point of X, the addition of any 
two non-zero basic fuzzy open sets of (X, t(X)), where X=JJ,.,X,, 
exceeds 1. 
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Suppose not. Then there exist i,, i, ,..., i,, j,, j, ,..., j, E Z and 1, E z(X,), 
for k = l,..., m and pkk. E r(XJk,), for k’ = 1, 2 ,..., n such that 
min(li,(x,,L..., ~im(xjm)} + min{p,,(xj,),..., pjn(x,.)} < 1 (1) 
for every xb E X,, k = 1, 2 ,..., m and for every xjk, E X,., k’ = 1, 2 ,..., n. 
Case (i). If {i,, i, ,..., i,} n {j, ,..., j,} = @ then since each Xi (i E I) is 
fuzzy super-connected, there exist xP, E X,, k = l,..., m and xP,, E XJk,, 
k’ = 1, 2 ,..., n, such that 
4&p,) > t and PjJqk,) ’ t 
for k = 1, 2 ,..., m and k’ = 1, 2 ,..., n. So (1) is not true for some xi,. E X,. and 
xik E X,., k = l,..., m, k’ = l,..., n. 
Case (ii). Let PE {i ,,..., im}n {j ,,..., j,}. Now if min{&,(xi,) ,..., 
i.,,(x,_)} and min(~j,(xj,),..., ~JxJ} have different subscripts then by 
argument of Case (i) we can prove that (1) does not hold but if the two 
minimum terms have the same subscript p then (1) becomes 
&bJ + PLp(Xp) 6 1 for all xP E X,. 
Then 2, A pLp E 7(X,,) and as argued in Theorem 6.6, 
~p(x,)+Pp(xp) 4 1 for some xP E X,. 
7. FUZZY SUPER-CONNECTED SUBSPACE 
DEFINITION 7.1. A subset of an fts X is called a fuzzy superconnected 
subset of X if it is a fuzzy super-connected topological space as a fuzzy sub- 
space of X. 
THEOREM 7.1. Zf A c Y c X, then A is a fuzzy super-connected subset of 
X ijjf it is a fuzzy super-connected subset of the fuzzy subspace Y of X. 
Prooj Easy. 
THEOREM 7.2. Let A be a fuzzy super-connected subset of an fts X. Zf there 
exist fuzzy closed setsf and k in X such that 
f’+k=f+k’=l, 
thenf/A=l ork/A=l. 
Proof: If f(x,,) # 1 and k( y,) # 1 for some x0, y, E A then 
f’(y,)+k(y,)= 1 and f(x,,)+k’(x,)= 1 imply that fi(y,)#O and 
409 I I I 2-l I 
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k’(x,) # 0. Thus f ‘/A and k’/A are non-zero fuzzy open sets in A such that 
f’/A + k’/A 6 1, which contradicts the fact that A is a fuzzy super- 
connected subset of X. 
THEOREM 7.3. Let X be an fts and A c X be a,fuzzy super-connected sub- 
set of X such that pn is a fuzzy open set in X. If i is a fuzzy regular open set 
in X, then either pLa < 2 or pLA d 1 - 3.. 
Proof If A= 0 or 1 then the result holds. Suppose that A# 0 and 1, # 1. 
Letf=Xandk=1&2,Thenfandkaresuch thatf’+k=f+k’=l.By 
the previous theorem pLa <f Or pA < k. So PA d f i or PA d k’, as pA is fuzzy 
open.Therefore~A<~‘=~;or~L,~(l-~)i<(l-l)’=l-/l. 
THEOREM 7.4. Let { Ol}aCn be a family of subsets of an fts X such that 
each ,uo, is fuzzy open. If n,,,, 0, # @ and each 0, is a fuzzy super-connec- 
ted subset qf X, then U r E ,, 0, is also a ,fuzz.y superconnected subset of X. 
Proof: Let Y=UaGn 0, and suppose that Y is not a fuzzy super-con- 
nected subset of X. Then there exists a proper fuzzy regular open set Jwr in 
the fuzzy subspace Y of X. 
Each ,uu,% is fuzzy open in X. So each ,uO,/Y is fuzzy open in Y. Also each 
0, is a fuzzy super-connected subset of the subspace Y as it is so in X. 
Therefore by previous result for each a E n either p,,,/Y 6 i r or pO,/Y < 
1 - 2 y. Suppose x0 E n, t n 0,. Then either iy(x,) = 1 or 2,(x,) = 0. If 
/l,(x,)= 1, then F,JY<J.~ for every Ann. Hence ~r/Y=v,~,,(p~,/Y)< 
2,. But A,< pyy/Y; so Au = 1, which is prohibited since ly# 1. By a similar 
argument, if 1 y(xO) = 0 then we shall get 2 r = 0, which is also a contradic- 
tion. 
THEOREM 7.5. If A and B are fuzzy super-connected subsets of an fts X 
and pi/A or PA/A # 0, then A v B is a fuzzy super-connected subset of X. 
ProoJ Suppose that Y = A u B is not a fuzzy super-connected subset of 
X. Then there exist fuzzy open sets ,J and 6 such that J/Y # 0, 6/Y # 0, and 
1/Y + 6/Y < 1. Since A is a fuzzy super-connected subset of X either 1/A = 0 
or 6/A = 0. Without loss of generality assume that 6/A =O. In that case 
since B is also fuzzy super-connected, we have (i) 2/A #O, (ii) 6/B#O, 
(iii) 6/A = 0, and (iv) 1/B = 0. Therefore 
(v) A/A + &/A < 1 (because l/B = 0) 
If pg/A # 0 then (i) and (v) imply that A is not a fuzzy super-connected 
subset of X. 
Similarly if PA/B # 0, then (ii) and S/B + pi/B < 1 imply that B is not a 
fuzzy super-connected subset of X. We thus get a contradiction. 
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THEOREM 7.8. If(A,},,,, is a family of fuzzy superconnected subsets of 
an fts X such that 
[ 1 A PA, ‘f” then u A, ZEA IEA 
is a fuzzy super-connected subset of X. 
Proof. Suppose Y= UaEn A, is not a fuzzy super-connected subset of 
X. Then there exist fuzzy open sets /I and 6 in X such that 
q Y # 0 (i) 
S/Y#O (ii) 
and 
A/Y+ S/Y< 1 (iii) 
Equations (i) and (ii) imply that there exist /I and y in /1 such that A/A, # 0 
and 6/A, # 0. 
Case (i). If /I = y, then A, will not be a fuzzy super-connected subset of 
X, which is prohibited. 
Case (ii). If j # y, then 
Of APA, GA/-h, 1 I’ as/l ItA 
implies that ~5~~ A ,~a;. # 0. So &,)A, #O. Hence by the previous theorem 
A,uA, is a fuzzy super-connected subset of X. On the contrary it can be 
seen that L/A,uA,#O, 6/A,uA,#O, and I/ABuA,+6/ApuA,d1. So 
A, u A, is not a fuzzy super-connected subset of X. 
THEOREM 7.9. Suppose an fts X is fuzzy super-connected and C is a fuzzy 
super-connected subset of X. Further suppose that X- C contains a set V 
such that pv./X - C is a fuzzy open set in the fuzzy subspace X - C of X. 
Then Cu V is a fuzzy super-connected subset of X. 
ProojI Suppose Y = C u V is not a fuzzy super-connected subset of X. 
Then there exist fuzzy open sets 2 and 6 in A such that L/Y # 0, S/Y # 0, 
and L/Y+ 6/Y< 1. As C is a fuzzy super-connected subset of X, either 
A/C=0 or 6/C=O. 
Without loss of generality assume that J/C = 0. Therefore 
n/vzo (1) 
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If we define a fuzzy set i., in X as ;.,,(c)=;.(.w) if .YE V, i.,,(x)=0 if 
.Y E X- V, then i, is open in X as /I, = i A p,,. So j.,. is a fuzzy regular 
closed set in X. 
Now we show that < is a proper fuzzy set in X. &‘Y + S/Y < I implies 
i,. + fi d I. So i., + ii < I. Therefore i,. # 1 as 6 # 0. Also if j., = 0, then 
i V = 0, so i.i V = 0, but by (I), i/V # 0. Thus X is not a fuzzy supcr-connec- 
ted space, which is a contradiction. 
THEOREM 7. IO. If‘ A and B are subsets uf an fts X and pA < p(B < E and 
A ix a fuzz)* super conrwctc~d suhser of X then .so is B. 
Proo/: Similar to that of Theorem 4.4. 
8. FI-WY STRONG CONMCTEDNESS 
DEFINITION 8. I. An fts X is said to be fuzzy strongly connected if it has 
no non-zero fuzzy closed setsf‘and k such that ,j’+ k < I. If X is not fuzzy 
strongly connected then it will be called fuzzy weakly disconnected. 
THEOREM 8. I. An fts X is .fuzzy strong/J? connecred $j’ it has no (non- 
zero) fuzzy open sets i and 6 such that 2. # I, 6 # 1 and 1. + b; 3 1. 
Proof An fts X is fuzzy weakly disconnected 
o if it has non-zero fuzzy closed sets j’and k such that .f + k d I 
o if it has fuzzy (non-zero) open sets i =,f’, ci = k’ such that i, # I, 
6# I, and i-t62 1. 
Remark 8. I. Fuzzy strong connectedness implies fuzzy connectedness, 
however the converse is not true. Also the following example shows that 
fuzzy strong connectedness and fuzzy super-connectedness are unrelated. 
EXAMPLE. If X= [0, I] and for O<x< I, j-(-u)= + and s,(X)= 10, I, j.} 
and T?(X) = { 0, I. i’ ) then (X, r,(X)) is fuzzy connected, fuzzy super-con- 
nected, but not fuzzy strongly connected and (X, r?(X)) is fuzzy strongly 
connected but not fuzzy super-connected. 
THEOREM 8.2. If A c X and X is an fts A is u fuzzy strongly connected 
subset of X iff for any fuzzy open sets J and 6 in X, p(A < 1+ 6 implies either 
pA<A or pA<6. 
Proof If A is not a fuzzy strongly connected subset of X, then there 
exist fuzzy closed sets f and k in X such that (i)f;lA # 0, (ii) k/A # 0, and 
(iii)flA+k/A<l. If we put I=l-,fand 6=1-k, then i./A=l-.J;IA, 
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6/A = 1 -k/A. So (i), (ii), and (iii) imply that pA < A+ 6 but pa & 2 and 
PA 4 & 
Conversely if there exist fuzzy open sets 1 and 6 such that pA < 1+ 6, but 
pA < I and pLa & 6, then 1/A # 1, 6/A # 1, and 1/A +6/A Z 1. So A is not 
fuzzy strongly connected. 
THEOREM 8.3. If F is a subset of an fts X such that ur is fuzzy closed in 
X, then X is fuzzy strongly connected implies that F is a fuzzy strongly con- 
nected subset of X. 
Proof: Suppose F is not so. Then there exist fuzzy closed sets f and k in 
Xsuch that (l)f/F#O, (2)k/F#O, and (3)f/F+k/F<l. 
(3)implies that (fApr)+(k~y~-)<l, where by (1)and (2)f r\pp#O, 
k A pl,. # 0. So X is not fuzzy strongly connected, which is a contradiction. 
Remark 8.2. One can prove a similar result for a subset G of a fuzzy 
super-connected space X if pLc is fuzzy open in X. 
THEOREM 8.4. Zf X and Y are fuzzy topological spaces and a function F 
from X onto Y is fuzzy continuous, then X is fuzzy strongly connected implies 
Y is fuzzy> strongly connected. 
Hint. Inverse image of a fuzzy closed set in Y under F is a fuzzy closed 
set in X. 
THEOREM 8.5. A finite product of fuzzy strongly connected spaces is 
fuzzy strongly connected. 
Proof Let (X, s(X)) and (Y, T(Y)) be fuzzy strongly connected 
topological spaces. We show that (Xx Y, T(X x Y)) is fuzzy strongly con- 
nected. Suppose not. Since the members of t(X x Y) are precisely of the 
type 1 x 6, where LET(X), 6 ET(Y), there exist non-zero fuzzy sets I., 
p E z(X) and 6, v] E T( Y) such that A x 6 # 1, p x u] # 1, and for every x E X, 
YE y, 
min{4x), d(y)} +min{Ax), V(Y)} > 1 (1) 
A v p E t(X) and 6 v q E T( Y). X and Y are fuzzy super-connected, so if 
1 v p# 1 and 6 v q # 1 then there is x, E X and y, E Y such that 
(i v p)(xI) < 4 and (6 v n)( y,) < 1, which implies each 1(x1), I, 6( y,), 
andvl(y,)<t.Soforx=x,andy=y,,(I)doesnothold.If~v~=l then 
for each x E X, 
l(x) = 1 or P(X) = 1 (11) 
Now we show that Jti # 1. Suppose 1” = 1. So 1 x 6 # 1 and Y is fuzzy 
strongly connected implies that there exists y, E Y such that 6( y,) < f. Now 
~xq#l.Soeither~#l orq#l. 
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Case (i). If /J # 1, then as X is fuzzy strongly connected, there is xg E X 
such that ,u(x,,) < f. So for x=x0, y = y,, (I) is not true. 
Case (ii). If 11 # 1, then since 6 # 1 and Y is fuzzy strongly connected, 
there is y, E Y such that 
@Yl)+r(Yl)< 1. 
So for any XEX and y=y,, min{4x), WY,)} +min{Ax), v(Y,)} d 
d(Yl)+rl(Yl)< 1. 
This is a contradiction because of (I). Thus A= 1 is not possible. 
Similarly, we can prove that p # 1. By (II) A + p > 1. So (X, r(x)) is not 
strongly connected, which is a contradiction. Therefore J. v p = 1 is not 
possible. Similarly we can show that 6 v 9 = 1 is not possible. 
Remark 8.3. An infinite fuzzy product of fuzzy strongly connected 
spaces may not be fuzzy strongly connected. 
EXAMPLE. Let X,, = (IO, 11, n = 1, 2 ,..., 
i.,,(x) = n/2(n + 1 ) if XEX, 
r(Xn) = (0, 1, &), n = 1, 2,... 
Then each (X,, r(X,)) is fuzzy strongly connected. But the fuzzy product 
space X= nF= r X,, is not so as r(X) contains a member V,“= , P,,- ‘(i,) # 1 
such that (V,“= I P; ‘(L,,))(x) = i where XE X. 
Remark 8.4. In the general topology any product of strongly connected 
spaces is strongly connected. Thus in the fuzzy setting we have a 
divergence. 
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